Inquisitive minds welcome!

Where curiosity meets purpose

EXPERIO Roche –
excites, inspires, motivates.

Programming Lego robots, soldering electronic
circuits, chemical synthesis, understanding the
processes of molecular biology, quantitative analytics
or advice on the choice of a career: Housed in the
F. Hoffmann-La Roche Ltd Learning Center in
Kaiseraugst, the EXPERIO Roche facility offers
unlimited possibilities.
The EXPERIO Roche school laboratory offers a wide
range of workshops in the areas of IT, science and
technology. The workshops can be booked online.
During their visit to the school laboratory, the children
take an in-depth look at the chosen topic and have
the opportunity to combine theory with practice
in a professional work environment.
Staff with a training background from the individual
areas guarantee a professional experience.

Curiosity

We promote interest and provide impetus.
Because we want young people to benefit
from positive key experiences and early
exposure to the world of work.

A summary of what’s on offer

STEM Workshop
Schoolchildren in primary school class 4 and above
are given insights into the STEM fields of information
technology, science and engineering.

Specialist workshop
Secondary-level schoolchildren are given in-depth
insights into individual STEM disciplines. They can
select between IT, science and technology topics.

All our services can
be booked on our website
www.experio-roche.ch

EXPERIO Roche is housed in the Learning Center
in Kaiseraugst, an ultra-modern, ground-breaking
trainingbuilding that provides the ideal environment
for gearing Roche’s vocational training activities
even more closely to the needs of trainees and the
specialist departments within the company.
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MyTalents – choosing a career
Schoolchildren at the stage of choosing a career
(classes 7 and 8) can discover their practical
talents here.
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Vocational training at Roche

Additional options
Do you work in careers guidance or teaching, or as
a lecturer at a teacher training college and are you
interested in further training? We would be delighted
to help you organise an event specially designed for
you and your participants.

Every year around 100 apprentices successfully
complete their courses at Roche Basel in 15 attractive,
futureoriented professions. Further careers information,
detailed documentation on our apprenticeships,
information on trial apprenticeships and application
forms can all be found at
www.berufslehre.roche.ch
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